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ABSTRACT

During the past two decades, Oil Spill Detection (OSD) received widespread attention from research
communities. Both detection and analysis of OSD have fundamental importance for improving the
efficiency of maritime environment ecosystems. Most recently, thermal imaging devices are used
for oil detection and disaster management projects since they can provide spilling information at
Day/Night time and can work under adverse weather conditions. Nevertheless, the quality of these
images are poor, they are noisy, blurry, and they have low resolution. As well as a thermal image con-
trast between oil and water is often so small, that makes OSD problematic and challenging. The goal
of this paper is to automatically detect and analyze the OSD on the upper sea/ocean layer that may
help in the visualization of oil spills for disaster management purpose. For the purposes of compar-
ison, quantitative and qualitative analysis was conducted on the existing segmentation approaches,
namely OTSU, and Sauvola by using two new databases composed each of 100 diversified images
extracted from 2 different videos. The performance of the proposed also evaluated by examining sta-
tistical measures of boundary error (BE), probabilistic rand index (PRI), variation of information (VI),
global consistency error (GCE), and structural similarity index (SSI). The obtained results proved that
the proposed method is more robust, accurate, and straightforward. Future research recommenda-
tions and conclusions are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Petroleum-based products are crucial for human existence which acts as the treasured heritage for
future generations.1 Nevertheless, deterioration of the ocean/sea surface by petroleum oil is one of
a major environmental concern, as dramatically shown by the Deep-Water Horizon (DWH) oil spill
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accident in the Gulf of Mexico over the last two decades234.5 During this incident a large-volume oil
release (794,936.47 m3) that had a significant impact on the marine and coastal environment.

Oil spills (most oil spills are less than 7 tons, large spills over 700 tons) could happen in any step
during oil wells drilling, treatment facilities, export pipelines, and shipping and may continue for
several months, causing danger for marine resources and the ecosystem. So, one needs to quickly
detect oil on water in a consistent, timely, and cost-effective manner. Since thought OSD becomes
solicited due to the expanding oil transportation and exploitation which leads to the possible risk of
spills. Dedicated sensor technology may facilitate the spill estimation by providing early detection of
oil spill.6 Vessels, airplanes, and satellites are major monitoring tools: vessels to take oil samples in
the small detection area, airplanes to identify oil source and physio-chemical properties, and satellite
to provides an early warning.7 Usually, the acquisition process is realized by a sensor such as Radar,
Laser, Ultra-Violet, Visible, Thermal, and Micro-wave.8 Some examples of on-site monitoring and
sensing technologies are summarized in Table 1 along with advantages and disadvantages of each
technology.

Feature (Pros X/Cons) Type of sensor

Radar9 Laser10 Ultra-Violet11 Visible10 Thermal1213 Micro-wave14

Type (Active/Passive) X X
Offshore/Onshore X X X X
Day and Night/ Day only X X X X
Coast (Not exp/Exp) X X
Difficulty (Easy/Difficult) X X X
Weather independent (Yes/Not) X X X

Table 1: Pros and cons of the sensors used for detecting oil spill15

Furthermore, images provided by these sensors are so difficult and unclear since they are ac-
quired under different acquisition disturbances. For these reasons, OSD requires a pre-processing
stage which is commonly known as image enhancement. This step aims to improve the image qual-
ity in such a way to bring out the intensity of oil characteristic texture. Particularly, finding a good
trade-off between brightness and contrast is important for enhancing images1617.18 Despite the large
variety of the existing segmentation and enhancement approaches in the literature, yet, images in
conjunction with illumination variations still suffer from ambiguity.19Detection and segmentation of
oil spill remains very challenging. On the one hand, because there is not a strong contrast between oil
and water. Most recently, thermal imaging devices are used for oil detection and disaster manage-
ment projects since they can provide spilling information at Day/Night time and can work under
adverse weather conditions. It is also important to note that the oil behavior at night is different
from the daytime, the oil absorbs the solar energy during the day more than water thus it looks like
a hotter area if using thermal sensors, but during the nighttime oil tends to show a cooler behavior
than the water. Nevertheless, the quality of these images are poor, they are noisy, blurry, and they
have low resolution. As well as a thermal image contrast between oil and water is often so small,
that makes OSD problematic and challenging. Thermal infrared imaging is also limited since it can
only distinguish oil from water when there is a large thermal difference between the two. In the lit-
erature, a review of approaches for OSD can be found in.20 Several existing papers212223 describe all
processes of the detection oil spill from localization dark spot to classification or detection the OSD
through the stage of feature extraction. For the seek of segmentation in the literature there seem to
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be several image segmentation techniques. But as yet there is still no particular approach that can
be applied to any type of image. Algorithm development for one application of image segmentation
may not always be applied to other class of images,24.25 Accordingly there is a constant challenge
to develop a general segmentation algorithm that could address a large section of issues. In this
framework, an innovative OSD approach has been proposed seeking to correct of given images illu-
mination in a balanced way followed by the step of segmentation. The coloring stage is then applied
which led to better differentiate between the oil region and lookalike. The main advantages of the
proposed consist of its robustness and accuracy particularly in the processing stage. Contrary to the
state methods which require prior setting manually, the proposed does not require any parameters
adjustment by the users. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 1 briefly re-
views the state-of-the-art OSD approaches. In Section 2, the proposed OSD method is discussed in
detail, followed by Section 3 which discusses in depth the experimental results of qualitative and
quantitative measurements respectively along with a rigour discussion. Finally, Section 5 presents
the conclusion by interpreting the overall results.

2. THE PROPOSED OSD FRAMEWORK

By definition thermal images finds out the heat radiation of the target. Mainly, thermal sensors are
unable to bring out any features inside the heat radiation regions. It might cause: i) their neighbor
temperature close to the heat radiation region; ii) the cooler regions inside the heat radiation regions
are significantly smaller; or even iii) the temperature ranges in a thermal device configured by a user
are not boarder enough for noticeable-detailed visualization. In our case here, we took images based
on thermal sensors since thermal images have many advantages as listed in Table 1. The outline of the
proposed oil spill method is described in Figure 1. Firstly, the image enhancement of the input image
is applied simultaneously on the entire image and the ROI. Thereafter, the block-based identification
is applied to the region-colored transparency and region classification. This last provides a masking
metric. On the other hand, the former provides transparent color layers to fill the fusing featured
image with the color. Finally, this resulting image is compared with the input image to obtain the
selected colored oil segment.

Oil Spill 
Thermal Image (I)

Image classification 
using lineaire 

regression model

Image superposition
Overlay (Oil, no-Oil)

Color Colored Transparency

Oil No-Oil

Contrast
Enhancement

Fused image

X

Feature (Edge) 
Enhancement

Oil No-Oil

Region Classification

Masking Metric

Oil Spill
Identification

Image 
Enhancement

Output image

Figure 1: The pipeline of the proposed oil spill detection

The overall process of the proposed framework can be categorized into three main categories:
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contrast enhancement, feature enhancement and identification of oil-spill from lookalikes. The pro-
cedures of the proposed OSD algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. In terms of contrast en-
hancement, several approaches ranging from the simple linearly contrast stretching to cutting edge
adaptive algorithms are available in the literature for an assortment of image contrast enhance-
ment262728172930313233.34 Our concern in this stage is to highlight the pixel-level weighted contrast
enhancement approach by avoiding both over-enhancement and artifact effect. As shown in Figure
2 the proposed enhancement approach efficiently enhances edges by sharping up the oil from the
water surface.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: The proposed oil region enhancement, (a) Input oil-spill thermal image, (b) The enhanced
image of the oil-spill thermal image, (c) the weighting-visualized metric, (d) the proposed contrast-
enhanced image wit over-enhancement artifact protection

By considering Ii,j as an original oil-spill thermal image and Ei,j as an enhanced image. The pro-
posed contrast-enhanced image with an over-enhancement artifact protection can be computed as in
Equation 1. where L is the total luminance level in a permitted range. Figure 2 illustrates the different
enhancement approaches applied, first by enhancing the original (see Figure 2 (b)). Weighting visu-
alized metric also shown in sub-figure 2 (c). Figure 2 (d) shows the proposed enhancement where the
enhancement is applied in such a way that it adjusts illumination at the part of the oil that has been
affected by the lack of luminance. In regards to edge enhancement. The feature will be embedded to
the enhanced image to obtain more details. For the calculation of feature (edges) enhancement, we
require to calculate the value of (D) as indicated in Equation 2. In the original image (Figure 3 (a))
the oil initially looks wavy or blurry which makes the identification of this region difficult and chal-
lenging. On the other hand, the oil region in (Figure 3 (b)) red region behaves differently after using
the developed enhancement region where the oil leakage texture changes from the blurred area into
the unblurred and sharper region. The equation used to enhance details is described in Equation
2. where [Imax]i,j

m,n and [Imin]i,j
m,n are the local maximum and minimum luminance. m and n are

the size of a local window (kernel), while α,γ, and c are constants. For the seek of identification, the
proposed classification method is modified by applying the advantages of a region growing algo-
rithm3637 to detect the classes of oil spill region from lookalikes. The algorithm requires the initial
location of the oil (Region of Interest). Consider

[
Pi,j
]

R the initial locations of oil regions. Where R
is the total number of oil regions and (i, j) is the pixel location of an input image I(i, j). The oil spill
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The proposed resulting image; (a) Oil spill thermal image, (b) the modified feature enhance-
ment using EME35

identification equation shows the relationship between Pi,j and Threshold (T) and can be represented
by Equation 3. Where µ denotes a global mean luminance value and σ represents a global standard
deviation value. L is the total luminance level in a permitted range, (α) ∈ [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8] and (κ) is
a positive constant.

Algorithm 1: OSD algorithm
Input: Thermal image (I)

1 Applying image enhancement
2 Fuse the enhanced image Ei,j(x) with Fi,j(y))

Fi,j = ωi,j Ii,j + (1−ωi,j)Ei,j; ωi,j = log2(1 +
Ii,j

L− 1
) (1)

3 Enhance Edge ( Calculate D)

D = α(
I[max]i,j

m,n − I[min]i,j
m,n

I[max]i,j
m,n − I[min]i,j

m,n + c
)logγ(

I[max]i,j
m,n − I[min]i,j

m,n + c
I[max]i,j

m,n − I[min]i,j
m,n + c

) (2)

4 Apply oil spill identification ( Calculate Pi,j) using threshold (T)

[
Pi,j
]

R =

(
0, Ii,j 6 T
1, Ii,j > T

)
; T = µ

(
1− σ

α(L− 1))

)
(3)

5 Separation of background from foreground
6 Oil spill recoloring

ςi,j,k =


ψkEi,j,k, k = 1
ψkEi,j,k, k = 2
ψkEi,j,k, k = 3

(4)

Output: Segmented image
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(a) Input oil-spill thermal image (b) Segmented region

Figure 4: The proposed region identification and classification

The last step is recoloring, in this stage, we emphasize on masking the segmented region by using
a color overlay using red color. In such a way to make it is easy to visualize the oil area by human
perception. The procedure for coloring an image defines as a spatial region within the image (such as
the chemical liquid in our case) a color characteristic of which is to be selectively modified Equation
4. To determine whether the color of an oil region sample within the whole image. Where ς(.)
represents transparency constant. Ei,j,k denotes an enhanced-feature and contrast image, whereas
the color region can be taken by equation 4. Where Ei,j,k can be calculated as below:{

Ei,j,k

}
=
{

νEi,j,k ∈
[
Pi,j
]

R |
[
Pi,j
]

R = 0
}

(5)

We summarize the usefulness of the proposed OSD scheme as follows. Regardless of the quality of
input thermal image, and by enhancing both the entire image then edges followed by the extraction
phase, it is proven visually (see Figure 5 (b)) that the proposed OSD provides accurate segmentation
of the oil spill. The particular lookalike is eliminated and colored with the blue. As the input ther-
mal images are so noisy and ambiguous with some overlap, the proposed segmentation technique
significantly reduces noise and bring up the oil texture.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: The proposed resulting images, (a) Input oil-spill thermal image, (b) Segmented region,
(c) the modified feature enhancement by using EME,35 (d) Transparent-colored layer with feature
components
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To validate the assessment of the segmentation, two databases containing each a set of oil spill images
were constructed from video recording using two kinds of cameras. The first data were created using
Strixmarine thermal night vision heat detector cameras and the second using FLIR thermal imaging
sensor. 100 Images were selected from the video for creating each database to include the diverse
structures of the spill along with different density as well as illumination conditions. Five samples of
each database presented in Figure 6. No pre-processing such as filtering or background subtraction
was considered for the creation of these databases.

Figure 6: Samples of selected images; first raw image from data1, second raw the ground truth of the
corresponding images, third raw images from the second data, last raw the corresponding ground
truth

Right after the selection of images. The selected database images are manually segmented using
pencil and marker tools of Adobe Photoshop software to prepare reference segmentation or approx-
imations, referred to as ground truth images second and forth raw of Figure 6. In the next subsec-
tion segmented images from the proposed OSD and existing segmentation methods are compared
with the ground truth images and the performance metrics were evaluated for the comparison us-
ing: Boundary Error (BE),38 Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI),39 Variation of Information (VI),40 Global
Consistency Error (GCE),41 and Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI).42

3.1 Qualitative and quantitative performance comparison
The segmentation quality is evaluated regarding the discrepancy between the obtained shape and
ground truth parameters. To compare both quantitatively the segmentation performance of the pro-
posed with the segmentation approach we calculated the mean of BE,38 PRI,39 VI,40 CGE,41 and JSI42
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of the proposed OSD and compared the values obtained with OTSU, and Sauvola. Most of them
range from 0 (complete congruence) to 1 (no overlap), except PRI and JSI where the higher value
obtained better the segmentation is. To normalize all the qualitative assessment we use to calculate
the complement of the obtained PRI and JSI by using the following equation:

P(Ē) = 1− P(E)

Firstly, we calculated the mean of BE38 of 20 images. This metric aims to assess segmentation
quality based on the accuracy of the extracted region edges.38 The results obtained indicate that
the proposed makes less error, this is because that the proposed enhance accurately the boundaries.
From the statistical inspection Table 2, we can confirm the superiority of the proposed values over
the other segmentation tests (37.47) Error obtained. The second qualitative metric is PRI39,43 by
definition PRI counts the fraction of pairs of a set of pixels whose labeling are consistent between the
computed segmentation and the ground truth, averaging across multiple ground truth segmentation
to account for scale variation in human perception. From the results in the second row of Table 2, it is
clear that the best results are achieved when using our algorithm. Other good results are supported
by calculating the variation of information (VI). this metric calculate both the sum of information
gain and loss between the two clustering (subset). Like BE and GCE the VI metric is non-negative,
mean lower values indicating greater similarity.44 The results in Table 2 third raw prove that OTSU
and Sauvola fail to remain a good boundary localization (where they misclassify water as oil area and
achieve worst lower VI of (1.395) and (0.918) respectively). The values along with visual assessment
prove that the proposed did not vary a lot which proves its efficiency. Further analysis of the efficacy
of the proposed in terms of GCE41 comparison is yielded. In Table 2. By definition, the consistency
error aims to evaluate the consistency of a pair of segmentation. The measures are designed to
be tolerant to refinement, that is, if subsets of regions in one segmentation consistently merge into
some region in the other segmentation the consistency error should be near zero (low). From the
values of GCE on the table below slightly superior results are achieved with our algorithm. The
latest metric has been conducted using JSI, the experimental results in Table 2 show that the mean
of OTSU and Sauvola are Higher than the proposed method which means mistakenly segment the
oil region. This is important to correctly interpret the results which explain that the provided results
when performing the proposed OSD methods along with the other segmentation methods assessed
in this paper, proved that the proposed produce the best result. We can say that across the different
quality measurement the results are just about the same of all segmentation approaches, with a slight
superiority of the proposed. By quite a large margin values, as can be evinced from the resulting
segmentation visually (Fig. 3). The next subsection discusses the visual assessment of the proposed
in comparison with the OTSU and Sauvola method.

Quantitative measurement Segmentation method
OTSU Sauvola Proposed

Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD
Boundary Error (BE) 167.280 ± 73.997 96.070 ± 7.250 37.470 ± 20.390
Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) 0.500 ±0.086 0.173 ±0.004 0.023 ±0.004
nVariation of Information (VI) 1.395 ±0.247 0.918 ± 0.124 0.178 ± 0.040
Global Consistency Error (GCE) 0.06 ± 0.016 0.063 ± 0.009 0.014 ± 0.006
Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI) 0.555 ± 0.007 0.147 ± 0.094 0.018 ± 0.012

Table 2: Quantitative measurements
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4. VISUAL ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION

Sample of oil spill image segmentation after using the proposed along with OTSU and Sauvola seg-
mentation results are shown in Table 3. We picked up disparate images from an already stated sample
from Figure 6 of data 1 (row 1, column 1). On this spot, we compare the proposed algorithm with
OTSU and Sauvola. First, we applied firstly CLAHE45,46 GHE47 and, Modified Retinex48 enhance-
ment to crop the oil region. As we carried out both texture and oil area to enhance both the dark
and over light regions of image, the visual comparisons demonstrate that the proposed can effec-
tively segment oil region from lookalike which differ from the darkest to the lightest ones even the
lowest or highest-dark/light whatever the illumination of the region. For example, the segmenta-
tion results of OTSU includes some overlapping regions and completely fails to segment oil images
with intensity homogeneity even after using CLAHE, GHE, and M-Retinex enhancement. Whereas,
image segmentation using Sauvola does not segment randomly, meanwhile they make errors. While
the results of the proposed as shown in the last raw (Table 3) can segment the oil region without such
error region. Another advantage of applying the proposed is the ability to focus significant on oil
area features also producing balanced resulting visually.

Original

CLAHE GHE M-Retinex

OTSU

SAUVOLA

Proposed

Table 3: Visual comparison and assessment of the segmentation OTSU, Sauvola and the proposed
OSD segmentation by applying CLAHE, GHE , and M-Retinex enhancement approaches

5. CONCLUSION

Oil spill monitoring, modeling, and segmentation using thermal images are a challenging task due
to the complexity of background discrimination in an oil spill scenario or due to the variations of
the oil/water mixture temperature ratio. As well, challenges remain in various aspects such as oil
spill monitoring, analysis, assessment, cleanup, planning, response, and decision support. Currently,
there is a wide variety of image segmentation techniques; some of them considered general-purpose
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(for example, OTSU and Sauvola) and a few designed for specific classes of images. Most of these
techniques are not suitable for noisy and oil spill environments. This work presents an unsuper-
vised oil spill detection, segmentation, and visualization methods. The feasibility of the proposed
approach tested on two oil spills segmented benchmarked databases with 100 distinct images. Also,
several measurements, such as boundary error (BE), probabilistic rand index (PRI), variation of infor-
mation (VI), global consistency error (GCE), and structural similarity index (SSI) are used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method by comparing it with OTSU and Sauvola prominent algo-
rithms. The experimental results qualitative and quantitative, both demonstrate that the proposed
method works effectively and accurately on real spill images from above-benchmarked databases.
The developed methods have the potential to be useful tools for estimating the amount of oil spilled
in a region using thermal images and other related important in practical applications.
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